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Dear Shareholders, 

the analysis of the results obtained by Calvi Holding in
2012 confirms that the main objectives of the Group have
been achieved. Leadership establishment and consolidation
are the strategic key points on which the Holding
based its approach towards markets, in order to face
the persisting crisis, and to schedule new development
plans for its companies and their respective activities.
The increase in the total turnover, amounting to 
approximately 4.5%, is to be considered within the
framework of a deeper analysis of international
economies and their changes.

The development dynamics of emerging markets,
which in 2012 recorded a slight slowdown in a 
still positive trend; the constant evolution
of the energy sector, especially as far as
renewable energy is concerned; the increase in the
activities of the material handling sector, which is clearly
recovering: all evidence of a trend of moderate growth
at a global level, but also of continuing uncertainty,
especially in the European countries, where financial
markets move at a higher speed than the real economy.
Therefore, companies and industrial operators are still far
from resuming their complete confidence.

Moreover, economic choices and directions of companies and
main industrial players are already being influenced 
by the prospect of 2020, year in which the U.S.A.
may reach complete autonomy as regards energy
supply, thanks to the new natural gas basins

which are being detected in the national territory.
In this respect, Calvi Holding consolidated
the structure and organization of both the metallurgical
and the mechanical divisions. This is one of
our key strengths, which make us more aware of our
role, and which is for us a stimulus to pursue
new business goals with unchanged determination.
The careful analysis of the data gathered from
local and international markets is a useful means
for a correct and in-depth monitoring of relevant scenarios,
as well as the indispensable prerequisite for an efficient
strategy, where the individual network components
work in a quick and proactive manner to meet
potential demand, thanks to their prompt presence
on new markets and their ability to diversify
their processes and products.

The development of global production and economic processes
has led to creation of the conditions for a wider distribution
of our technologies. We are aware that they can be
a decisive competitiveness factor for users,
not only in industrialisation of new products,
but also in the renovation of production processes,
in terms of costs, quality and sustainability.

Also in 2012, the companies of the Group made
significant steps forward in the streamlining process
of these technologies and in their competitiveness.
This has been achieved thanks to the strengthening of the 
network model implemented from the beginning, by resorting to
stronger commercial and technical synergies.
Putting industrial connections on a common ground
and approaching in a dynamic way the new needs of the
reference markets are the guidelines and key strategies
on which the Group has always based its own
entrepreneurial identity and its undisputed leadership.
The most significant commitment of the Group’s management
for 2012 has been the strengthening of these strategies. 
Consolidation is therefore the concept that best summarises its 
results.
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VALUE OF PRODUCTION

€ 307,325,462
INVESTMENTS

€ 8,472,854

€ 13,190,283
CASH FLOW

€ 165,648,452
NET DEBT

NET INCOME                                                        +4.5%

€ 304,411,414
‘11‘10 ‘12

2012, the consolidation year

90,127
PROFILES SOLD (TONS)

EBITDA                                            7,9 %

€ 23,961,416

In the last year, Calvi Holding has further strengthened the fundamental assets
of its model: competence and technology, synergies and innovation,
resource protection and valuation, social commitment.

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

1,413
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FIAV
Founded in: 1913 
Produced profile: 
more than 20,000
Technology: cold drawing

Founded in: 1981 
Produced profile: 1,300
Technology: cold drawing

SIPA

LIFT-TEK
ELECAR
Founded in: 1972
Monthly capacity: 500

LIFT
TECHNOLOGIES
Founded in: 1988
Monthly capacity: 1,600

Mechanical division

Calvi Network Material Handling is
now the largest independent manufacturer 
of masts and complete front-end solutions 
for lift trucks globally.
Among the network’s clients are the biggest
international OEMs, which can enjoy
the best solutions, from the simplest profile
to complete front lifting systems.

PIPING SPIGOTS POWER GENERATION PULP & PAPER SLIDING DOORS TRADESPORTING ARMS

Founded in: 1950 
Produced profile: about 5,000
Technology: cold drawing

CALVI

CALVI HOLDING AIMS AT CREATING VALUE THROUGH A NETWORK MODEL WHICH DEVELOPS SYNERGIES
IN ORDER TO GENERATE EVER MORE INNOVATIVE AND COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE CUSTOMERS.A stable industrial model

Metallurgical division

The Calvi Network Special Steel 
Profiles offers its clients new solutions 
and customised services for the 
realisation of special profiles in all the 
main steel types, to be used in the 
most different sectors.
Calvi Network’s processes and 
technologies represent the state of the 
art in the production of cold drawn, 
hot extruded and hot and cold rolled 
special profiles. 

Founded in: 1921 
Produced profile: 2,000
Technology: hot rolling

FALCI

Founded in: 1905
Produced profile: 6,000
Technology: hot extrusion

CEFIVAL

Founded in: 1905
Produced profile: more 
than 20,000
Technology: cold drawing

RATHBONE

AERONAUTICS AGRICULTURE AUTOMOTIVE  BUILDING GENERAL MECHANICS LINEAR GUIDES MATERIAL HANDLING

HOESCH
Founded in: 1868
Produced profile: 19,000
Technology: hot rolling / hot extrusion / 
cold drawing

Founded in: 1972 
Produced profile: 2,000
Technology: hot extrusion

SIDERVAL



The consolidation of competences
and relations

Calvi Holding is active on the global market through
a profitable interaction between companies located in different 
countries. In the meantime, the companies of the Group have
always shown their active presence and their tie to the various
territories through their relations with institutions, associations, 
businesses, researchers. These are relations which pave the 
way to interesting strategic prospects, new scenarios and new 
opportunities linked to the specific developments of the sector.

IN 2012, SIDERVAL CELEBRATED A HISTORIC ANNIVERSARY: THE COMPANY BASED IN TALAMONA STARTED ITS BUSINESS WAY BACK 
IN 1972, SPECIALISING IN THE WORKING OF SPECIAL PROFILES IN BARS OBTAINED FROM HOT EXTRUSION.
THE SIDERVAL BRAND IS UNANIMOUSLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY AND COMPETENCE.

Italy
ANIMA (FEDERATION OF ITALIAN ASSOCIATIONS OF MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES) / ASSOLOMBARDIA / CENTRO INOX / ITALIAN GUNSMITHS CONSORTIUM 
/ PROVEX CONSORTIUM / CONFIMI / FEDERACCIAI / FEM (EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF MATERIALS HANDLING) / UNSIDER (ITALIAN ASSOCIATION OF STEEL UNION)
France
ASTECH - CENTRE FOR AEROSPACE COMPETITIVENESS / PNB - NUCLEAR CENTRE OF BURGUNDY
Germany
STAHLINSTITUT VDEH - UNION OF GERMAN STEEL AND IRON WORKERS/ VDMA - VERBAND DEUTSCHEN MASCHINEN- UND ANLAGENBAU E.V. (ASSOCIATION OF 
GERMAN MACHINE AND PLANT MANUFACTURERS)
USA
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF MASSACHUSSETTS / AEM - ASSOCIATION OF EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS / ITA - INDUSTRIAL TRUCK ASSOCIATION / MHEDA - 
MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
 

Flexibility in a stability context:
the central role of resources

In 2012 Calvi Holding pursued the objectives
of flexibility and occupational stability:
an aspect which led to the maintenance of all employed 
personnel and, in some cases, even to new employments.
In this period of widespread and constant crisis in the world’s
labour markets, valuing talents, human resources and
knowledge is a choice which best conveys the holding’s vision,
in which stability and responsibility also leads to
an advantage in competitiveness.

A virtuous system

Participated innovation

The drive towards innovation is one of the main
industrial goal of Calvi Holding: innovate means 
involve all the players in the chain of value, at all 
levels, thus creating ways to participate and share. 
In 2012 this direction was confirmed, since it has 
given shape to extremely efficient models: the 

presence in the companies of dedicated Innovation 
Committees and the introduction of official 
acknowledgements to award ideas and solutions 
for business improvement. 
These allowed for concrete upgrades in terms 
of productivity, logistics and safety.



THE CONSOLIDATION OF THE GROUP’S VISION AND INDUSTRIAL ROLE DIRECTS THE COMPANY’S MANAGEMENT TOWARDS A 
PROACTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE APPROACH, WHICH IS OPEN TO ALL NEW POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT AREAS, BOTH IN TERMS OF MARKET 
PENETRATION AND OF PRODUCT DIVERSIFICATION. 

+22.4%

New worlds, new channels

INCREASE IN 2012 OF THE GROUP’S TURNOVER IN THE ENERGY SECTOR

Communication

The year 2012 also saw investments in promotion and communication 
strategies, which are unavoidably required by new technologies, in order 
to access markets and interact with them. The Calvi Network is present 
in all the main events of the sector, thanks to more fluent conveying of the 
Group’s commercial offer, such as the new trade fair stands designed by 
a team of professionals of international prestige.
Another strategic communication channel is certainly the Internet, as well 
as the social networks, whose contemporary use and interaction models 
open interesting possibilities to branding, commercial advertising and 
operating partnerships.

Emerging sectors

Calvi Holding is determined to be present,
with an even greater dedication, in all emerging
markets and potential development sectors.
Emerging countries, in the general slowdown
of the global economy, still remain
the most dynamic players in 2012, too.
They continue to rank higher and higher
as far as their GDP is concerned, compared 
to the most developed economies.

In 2012, sectors like that of energy industry
confirmed a new, positive and definite trend,
thanks to the renovation and modernisation 
projects implemented in the industrialised countries
and multi-year investment programmes aimed
at building plants and infrastructures in the 
developing countries.
In particular, the demand is addressed above 
all to gas-fired systems and renewable energy plants,
especially solar panels and wind turbines.



Ghitti Ultima Cena_Installazione

Social commitment

The Group has long been considering

the importance of sponsorships as part of 
its business strategy. For this reason, the 
companies of the Group support sport, art and 
culture activities, and are engaged in initiatives 
in their communities. The Group promotes 
non-profit activities, artistic and cultural 
organizations, and sport events globally.


